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The Silly Sheepdog
The third installment of the Eckert Family Cookbook
Series features fresh, seasonally focused recipes from
their spring harvest. From Strawberry Preserves to
Chicken and Asparagus Stir-Fry, The Eckert Family
Spring Cookbook covers every category from salads
through desserts. Recipes highlight spring ingredients
harvested from the fields and garden including
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strawberries, asparagus, herbs, garlic, onions, and
rhubarb. Delicious family favorites include Eckert’s
Strawberry Rhubarb Sauce, Grilled Pork and Onion
Kabobs, Roasted Asparagus with Prosciutto, and
Chicken Salad with Pesto Vinaigrette. Tips and
techniques for preparation and freezing also fill this
volume, the latest showing that eating locally grown
foods has been a tradition for the Eckerts!

Go Find It! an Outdoor Active Scavenger
Hunt
In a wondrous world of riddles and hidden treasure,
bumbling Jack Hare is on a race against time to
deliver a message of love from the Moon to the Sun.
Far, far away in a world just like ours, a mother cheers
her son Joe with the tale of Jack Hare's adventure. But
when Jack's mission goes topsy-turvy, Joe and his
mum must come to the rescue, and the line between
the two worlds becomes blurred forever. Bringing to
life Kit Williams' iconic picture book, Masquerade stars
a talking fish, a tone-deaf barbershop quartet, a gassy
pig, a precious jewel and a few mere mortals. It's a
magical adventure that is, at its heart, about the love
between a parent and a child.

Nature's Rhyming Riddles
A talking parrot and the rumor of buried treasure give
hope to ten-year-old Jessy and her stepbrother Matt
that they can save the Texas farm they have inherited
from Great-Uncle Matthew.
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Chuck's Ice Cream Wish
This storybook stars Nickelodeon’s Nella the Princess
Knight! Nickelodeon’s Nella the Princess Knight and
Sir Garrett are on an adventure to find a very special
dragon egg. Boys and girls ages 3 to 7 will love this
full-color storybook. This Nickelodeon read-along
contains audio narration.

The Great Egg Race (Nella the Princess
Knight)
What single letter can you swap to make a cold bear
hot? Journey through the animal kingdom with this
mammoth collection of over 60 riddles. These include:
• Traditional riddles • New riddles • Logic puzzles •
Tongue-twisters • Silly puns • And more! Featuring
hilarious cartoon illustrations of all your favourite
furry friends, this full-colour book will delight all
readers aged 7+. ABOUT THE SERIES: Riddle Me This
is packed full of clever riddles and hilarious cartoon
illustrations, designed to appeal to children. Each title
follows a popular theme, from animals to school to
underwater riddles, so readers age 7+ can puzzle,
ponder and stretch their minds.

Stories From My Grandparent
Outdoor exercise and exploration are essential for
young children. Go Find It is both a counting book and
a scavenger hunt designed to ignite adventure and
get kids active! Head to your nearest park,
playground, or even your own backyard and don't
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forget to pack your sense of adventure. Small children
will be amazed at what they find, even in familiar
settings. This book begins with a short letter "to the
big people" to give a few quick tips, then it launches
into a bright and captivating picture book format. Go
Find It is small enough to slip into a backpack or
suitcase for vacation adventures. Every time you read
it, the results will be different and that's part of the
fun. The story is set in OpenDyslexic, a special font
designed to help people with dyslexia.

Mossy
Nature's Rhyming Riddles is a children's book that
introduces children to nature through rhymes. The
first two lines in the book read, "Hints we will give you
in these lines that rhyme, about creatures with hair,
scales or a covering of slime." The rhymes continue,
filled with fun and knowledge about a mystery animal
that the young reader must attempt to identify before
the last lines reveal the unknown creature. Whether
the child is tucked into bed or surrounded by other
children in a classroom, the rhyming verse will excite
and educate the child as it connects the young
learner with our great outdoors. The rhymes will
reveal characteristics and behaviors of four different
mystery animals. Clever and colorful illustrations will
enhance the rhymes and provide hints to each of the
mystery animal's identity.

On Wings of Words
The bestselling book about the power of one kind act
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from Caldecott Honor and Coretta Scott King Award
winner Kadir Nelson is now an adorable board book.
"Timeless and delectable."--School Library Journal If
you plant a carrot seed . . . a carrot will grow. If you
plant a cabbage seed . . . cabbage will grow. But what
happens if you plant a seed of kindness . . . or
selfishness? With spare text and breathtaking oil
paintings, If You Plant a Seed demonstrates not only
the process of planting and growing for young
children but also how a seed of kindness can bear
sweet fruit.

Treasure Hunt House
Readers who love Leslie Connor and Ann M. Martin
will adore this story of a citywide scavenger hunt and
a girl who learns that family—and weirdness—is
relative. Summer Coding Camp Incoming 7th graders
only Eight-week session begins June 28 This is it, my
summer plan. Hoping to ditch two months of chicken
coops, kale, and her parents’ antiscreen rules, Mac
MacLeod sets out to win a citywide food cart
scavenger hunt and the money she needs for the
summer coding camp of her dreams. But Mac
discovers more than just clues during her cross-city
sprint—like how her weird parents might not be the
worst thing compared to the circumstances of those
around her. With the same humor and hope of her
debut novel, Mostly the Honest Truth, Jody J. Little
gives readers another spunky, unforgettable
character to root for.

CD-ROMs in Print
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Granny Smith settles an ugly dispute between the
Flim Flam brothers. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Spotlight
is a division of ABDO.

Worse Than Weird
An inspiring and kid-accessible biography of one of
the world's most famous poets. Emily Dickinson, who
famously wrote "Hope is the thing with feathers that
perches in the soul," is brought to life in this moving
story. In a small New England town lives Emily
Dickinson, a girl in love with small things—a flower
petal, a bird, a ray of light, a word. In those small
things, her brilliant imagination can see the wide
world—and in her words, she takes wing. From
celebrated children's author Jennifer Berne comes a
lyrical and lovely account of the life of Emily
Dickinson: her courage, her faith, and her gift to the
world. With Dickinson's own inimitable poetry woven
throughout, this lyrical biography is not just a tale of
prodigious talent, but also of the power we have to
transform ourselves and to reach one another when
we speak from the soul. • Fantastic educational
opportunity to share Emily Dickinson's story and
poetry with young readers • An inspirational real-life
story that will appeal to children and adults alike. •
Jennifer Berne is the author of critically acclaimed
children's biographies of Albert Einstein and Jacques
Cousteau. Fans who enjoyed Emily Writes: Emily
Dickinson and her Poetic Beginnings, Emily and Carlo,
and Uncle Emily will love On Wings of Words. • Books
for kids ages 5–8 • Poetry for children • Biographies
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for children Jennifer Berne is the award-winning
author of the biographies Manfish: A Story of Jacques
Cousteau and On a Beam of Light: A Story of Albert
Einstein. She lives in Copake, New York. Becca
Stadtlander is the illustrator of many children's and
young adult publications, including Sleep Tight Farm.
She was born and raised in Covington, Kentucky.

My First Yoga
With the help of his Dairy Godmother, Chuck is
taken--poof!--on a memorable and delicious
adventure to a dairy farm. He finds out exactly where
ice cream comes from and gains an even deeper love
and appreciation for his favorite food.

The Garden Classroom
It's Sammy's birthday and six-year-old Molly is feeling
jealous. Birthdays mean friends. Birthdays mean
cake. Birthdays mean gifts! But at Lantern Hill Farm,
birthdays mean so much more. Join Molly and friends
as they go on a treasure hunt for Sammy's birthday.
With their lists of riddles, the children embark on a
scavenger hunt that reveals that the greatest
treasure of all is God's love. Molly and the other
children learn that even better than gifts, they can
have a second birthday by choosing to be members of
God's family. Featuring illustrations by Drew Krevi
(Marvel, Cartoon Network, and Disney artist), this
charming picture book will remind kids of The Best
Birthday gift of all! (Features treasure hunt activity in
the back). Hardcover picture book, ages 4-7, approx.
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32 pages, 9 x 9 inches. ISBN 978-1-62862-799-2. 4
Key Features of The Best Birthday Christ-Centered:
Focusing on Jesus' salvation for us, loving God, and
serving others, The Best Birthday encourages a
biblical way of celebrating birthdays and paves the
way for a Christ-centered foundation for your kids for
life! Eye-Catching and Colorful Illustrations: Fun and
engaging illustrations (by Disney animator Drew
Krevi) that will keep even the shortest attention spans
glued to this heartwarming story. Age-Appropriate:
For your kids aged four to seven years old, The Best
Birthday can be the perfect picture book for kids to
start reading alone! (This story is also available in a
board book format for kids one to four years old.)
Hands-On Family Activities: At the back of the book
are easy-to-follow suggestions and activities for
building your very own birthday scavenger hunt that
you and your kids can do every year! About the
Lantern Hill Farm Series Holidays are an opportunity
for celebration and a time to create family traditions
and memories. Yet often the emphasis shifts from the
reason for the holiday to making the children the
center of the celebration. The Lantern Hill Farm series
of picture books and board books is designed to
provide parents and grandparents entertaining stories
with easy-to-recreate family activities that allow the
child to be part of the holiday but not the center of it.
Books in the Lantern Hill Farm Series: The Christmas
Cradle The Backward Easter Egg Hunt The Best
Birthday Meadow Rue Merrill is an award-winning
journalist with two decades of published writing
experience. She recently published a memoir about
her family called Redeeming Ruth (Hendrickson
Publishers, 2017). She also regularly contributed to
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Motherlode, a popular column of the New York Times.
She began reporting for The Times Record, a daily
newspaper in Brunswick, Maine, and spent the
following eight years corresponding for The Boston
Globe and Harvard University. She has regular
columns with The Portland Press Herald, Maine's
largest newspaper and Down East magazine. She
currently resides in Richmond, Maine. Drew Krevi is a
freelance artist with clients from many different
industries such as Disney, Marvel Comics, Cartoon
Network, Group Publishing, and Gospel Light. When
he's not working in the studio, Drew enjoys spending
time with his wife and two daughters in California.
Drew also teaches Sunday school to fourth- through
sixth-grade kids, stays involved with VBS, and
volunteers with Amor Missions, building homes for the
underserved in Mexico. He is also a regular runner,
plays some softball here and there, and loves a good
carne asada burrito!

The Scarlet Letter
Get ready for a fantastic search-and-find puzzle
adventure through 13 magical worlds! In an old
toyshop, Sophie and Jack find a dusty book with a
glowing key. They turn the key and WHOOSH! They’re
inside the book, at the start of a wonderful adventure.
But how will they ever get out again? Follow them on
their journey, from fairytale forests to pirate islands.
Complete the puzzles on every page to help them
escape the book … but watch out for the wicked
witch!
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The Visual Miscellaneum
When nine-year-old Nicholas Benedict is sent to a new
orphanage, he encounters vicious bullies, selfish
adults, strange circumstances - and a mind-bending
mystery. Luckily, he has one very important thing in
his favour: he's a genius.

The Treasure of Mad Doc Magee
An old woman demonstrates the value of her age
when she solves a warlord's three riddles and saves
her village from destruction.

Southern Plate
The Visual Miscellaneum is a unique, groundbreaking
look at the modern information age, helping readers
make sense of the countless statistics and random
facts that constantly bombard us. Using cutting edge
graphs, charts, and illustrations, David McCandless
creatively visualizes the world's surprising
relationships and compelling data, covering
everything from the most pleasurable guilty pleasures
to how long it takes different condiments to spoil to
world maps of Internet search terms.

Fable: The Balverine Order
Fireflies
A construction site is the setting for a unique book
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that explains different systems of measurement and
how we weigh things, as workmen and their
equipment transport increasingly heavier objects.

The Treasure Bird
A rip-roaring puzzle box of an adventure about grit,
guts, and gold, from Elinor Teele, the acclaimed
author of The Mechanical Mind of John Coggin. The
small, run-down town of Eden is the only place Jenny
Burns has ever called home. The roots of the trees are
in her bones, the air of the mountains is in her breath,
the lakes and rivers are in her blood. And that’s why,
when her father loses his job and tells Jenny that they
may have to move on from Eden, she knows she can’t
let that happen. The fever of New Zealand’s gold rush
still runs in the veins of Eden, and everyone knows
the legend of Doc Magee: how he found the largest
gold nugget anyone had ever seen and hid it
somewhere in the hills before he disappeared. Jenny
and her best friend, Pandora, know that if they can
find the gold, it’ll solve all their problems. But the way
is fraught with mysteries, riddles, and danger—and
those are just the threats they know about. Before her
quest is over, Jenny will have to face challenges from
within as well as from without.

Once Upon a Magic Book
Share Your Love, Share Your Stories! Your grandchild
is the cherished next chapter of your family's story.
Let this guided journal help you share your own
chapter of this story with your grandchild. The
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prompts will help you use your own words to tell your
life stories from childhood to present day. Share
memories of your parents and your schooldays, the
important lessons you learned as a young adult, the
wisdom you've gained from raising a family, and the
hopes and dreams you have for your grandchild.
Whether you live around the corner or across the
country from your grandchild, the stories you share in
these pages will connect the generations of your
family for years to come.

Creative Curriculum
Who will help Mossy return home to Lilypad Pond?
Mossy, an amazing turtle with a gorgeous garden
growing on her shell, loses her freedom when Dr.
Carolina, a biologist, takes her to live in her
Edwardian museum. Visitors flock to see Mossy, but it
is Dr. Carolina's niece, Tory, who notices how sad
Mossy is living in a viewing pavilion. She misses the
outdoors and her friend, Scoot. Dr. Carolina finds a
way to keep the spirit of Mossy alive at the museum.
She invites Flora and Fauna to paint Mossy's portrait.
Then she and Tory take Mossy home, where Scoot is
waiting for her. Jan Brett fans will pore over the
colorful paintings of Lilypad Pond and lush borders
displaying wildflowers, ferns, butterflies and birds in
contrast to elegant spreads of the museum filled with
visitors in stylish Edwardian dress and exquisite
borders of shells, rocks, crystals and birds' eggs.
MOSSY gives readers a fascinating look at nature in
the wild and on display in a natural history museum.
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Animal Riddles
This book is the remarkable true story of Forrest
Fenn's life and of a hidden treasure, secreted
somewhere in the mountains north of Santa Fe. The
book contains clues to the treasure's location as
Forrest Fenn invites readers to join in The Thrill of the
Chase.

My Little Pony Friends Forever
The Creative Curriculum comes alive! This videotapewinner of the 1989 Silver Apple Award at the National
Educational Film and Video Festival-demonstrates
how teachers set the stage for learning by creating a
dynamic well-organized environment. It shows
children involved in seven of the interest areas in the
The Creative Curriculum and explains how they learn
in each area. Everyone conducts in-service training
workshops for staff and parents or who teaches early
childhood education courses will find the video an
indispensable tool for explainin appropriate practice.

ملسملا ةايح ىف ةالصلا ةيمهأ
Let your toddler discover the joys of yoga through the
simple poses in this yoga book for kids. With a range
of gentle poses carefully selected in an order that will
engage, energize, and then relax, this book can be
accessed by all abilities. Sweet illustrations of yoga
positions are brought to life with real photographs of
young children practicing the moves. From downward
dog, to cat stretch, to sleepy sloth, this board book
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includes a variety of yoga moves that are made fun
for little ones. Babies and toddlers will love looking at
the beautiful pictures in this illustrated children's book
and turning the pages by themselves. There are a
range of easy poses for toddlers to copy. Can they
stand up tall like a tree and try to balance on one leg
or breathe out fiercely like a lion? My First Yoga helps
preschoolers to develop their early learning skills as
they name the animals and objects that go with each
pose; broadening their vocabulary. The sturdy board
book is made for kids to get hands-on with and is
perfect for little children to hold by themselves. Yoga
has many health benefits as it helps with balance,
coordination and mindfulness -- it's never too early to
start!

If You Plant a Seed Board Book
In 2001, Adam Henson was chosen from 3,500
applicants to become a presenter on Countryfile.
Adam's agricultural knowledge and open manner soon
made him a popular figure and when the programme
moved to its current Sunday evening slot in 2009, he
began to present a weekly report from his own farm
in the Cotswolds. There, the ups and downs of the
farming calendar, as told in Adam's straight-talking
fashion, soon became one of the most popular parts
of the programme as viewers watched him endure the
stress of TB testing and his sadness at losing valuable
cattle as well as the highs of spring lambing. This is
the first book by Adam Henson, and it is an
enthralling, first-person account of the drama,
emotion and sheer hard work that is life on Adam's
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Farm.

The Thrill of the Chase
James offers a whole year of outdoor play and
learning ideas, using garden-based activities to
promote science and math, reading and writing, and
arts and crafts.

The Ultimate Book of Scavenger Hunts
"Features forty-two scavenger hunts for children and
families to participate in outdoors"--

The Extraordinary Education of Nicholas
Benedict
He is lonely. So is she. Can one summer change both
their lives? Unseen and unheard, Gabriel Scott
retreats from his parents into a computer world of
adventure and companionship. However, when he is
forced to spend the summer with his grandparents,
he finally realizes that the digital world could never
compete with the real one. As the neighbor kids invite
him along, Gabriel steps out into the world for an
adventure he never could have imagined.A treasure
hunt guides them all over town as they do their best
to solve riddle after riddle. On their way, they meet
Hannah, a young girl forbidden from leaving her
room. Soon, Gabriel learns her secret, and before
long, the treasure hunt is not the greatest challenge
presented to him that year. Will that summer change
him? And what happens when summer ends? Will
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Gabriel return home to parents who barely notice
him? Or will he fight for his right to happiness?

My Five Senses
Includes instructions for a variety of summer projects
for children

The Eckert Family Spring Cookbook:
Strawberry, Asparagus, Herb Recipes,
and More
This work is a troubling story of crime, sin, guilt,
punishment and expiation, set in the rigid moral
climate of 17th-century New England. The young
mother of an illegitimate child confronts her Puritan
judges, as she suffers a harsh sentence and the guilt
as her lover is revealed.

Ton
Kidz: Lhf: Best Birthday Picture Book
Something dark has awoken on the remote island of
Lume Jess is not pleased when her parents drag her
off to live on the weird little island of Lume. But then
she encounters an eerie presence in an abandoned
cottage, and her anger turns to fear when it begins to
lead her through a series of creepy riddles. As she
slowly unravels the mysteries of Lume, she finds the
writings of Sebastian, a boy who lived one hundred
years ago and whose life contains unsettling
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reflections of her own. To her horror, the dangers he
unearthed in 1894 now begin to threaten Jess and her
family . . . and if Jess does not unlock the riddles in
time, she may lose her mother forever.

250 Rhyming Riddles for Kids
The days of magic and adventure are fading away,
giving way to the age of industry and science. As the
aged last Hero sits upon the throne of Albion, two
friends-the privileged Thomas and his loyal servant,
John- set out for the East in search of a legendary
beast: the vicious, rarely-seen balverine. But their
desire for adventure may be their ultimate undoingbecause their quarry has just found them

Countryfile: Adam's Farm
“The recipes in Southern Plate made my mouth
water!This wonderful cookbook made me feel like I
was reading something of my own.” —Paula Deen,
author of Paula Deen’s Savannah Style “I’ve been
testing these recipes in my own kitchen and every
single one turns out to be better than anything my
grandmother ever made.” —Dorothea Benton Frank,
author of Return to Sullivans Island and Lowcountry
Summer Christy Jordan, the creator of
SouthernPlate.com, serves up a collection of delicious
recipes for “classic comfort foods that makes
everyone feel like family.” Featuring scrumptious
dishes passed down for generations through Jordan’s
family, Southern Plate highlights the very best in
southern cooking—for fans of Paula Deen and Ree
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Drummond’s The Pioneer Woman Cooks.

A Mother's Manual for Summer Survival
An all-new Step 1 Step into Reading leveled reader
starring Nickelodeon's Nella the Princess Knight--and
her mom! Nickelodeon's Nella the Princess Knight and
her mother, Queen Mom, spend a magical day
together! Boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will love this Step
1 Step into Reading leveled reader, which includes
more than 30 shiny stickers. It's perfect for Mother's
Day--or any day! Step 1 readers feature big type and
easy words. Rhymes and rhythmic text paired with
picture clues help children decode the story. For
children who know the alphabet and are eager to
begin reading.

Masquerade
Follow Patch the sheepdog as he settles in at Apple
Tree Farm in this charming short story, specially
written, with the help of language experts, for young
children who are just beginning to read. Exclusive
ebook material includes a map of Apple Tree Farm,
showing all of the places mentioned in the story.
Don't forget to spot the Little Yellow Duck on every
double page. This is a highly illustrated ebook that
can only be read on the Kindle Fire or other tablet.
"Usborne farmyard tales are delightful short stories
superbly illustrated and in easy language, just right
for the children who are just beginning to read if you
have a child in the age group of two to five, you can
be sure that they are going to love these books." - A
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Spoonful of Ideas

The Riddles of Epsilon
How do you learn what the world is like? Through your
five senses! Each sound and taste, each smell, sight,
and touch helps you to discover something new. So
find out more about your senses-what they are and
what you can learn through them about the exciting
world.The world awaits!

I Love Queen Mom! (Nella the Princess
Knight)
Although this thing has many blades It's not used as a
chopper To make the name of an insect Put this word
before 'hopper' You can find this and hundreds more
riddles for kids inside this fun activity book. These
brainteasers keep children entertained for hours and
are perfect for birthday parties, classrooms, road
trips, rainy days, youth groups and more. From the
creator of Vol.1 and Vol. 2 of 101 What Am I? Riddles,
this collection of rhyming riddles is great for kids of all
ages - get your copy today.

The Wise Old Woman
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